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Initial Diagnosis of Serious Illness 
If you are diagnosed with a serious illness, such as cancer or heart disease, 
you will have lots of questions. How will my life change? Is it treatable? 
How do I tell my family? But there is one question you should never have 
to ask: do I have a great doctor? With MORE Health our experienced 
case managers connect you and your treating doctor with one of our 
exceptional Physician Specialists who work together to make sure that 
you have the correct diagnosis and optimal treatment plan.

Unique Collaborative Diagnosis 
Unlike a typical Medical Second Opinion you don’t have to worry about 
finding a specialist and then dealing with potentially conflicting diagnoses. 
The MORE Health Physician Specialist collaborates directly with your 
treating doctor using our secure, HIPAA-compliant Physician Collaboration 
Platform to discuss your medical history. Together they jointly develop 
the correct diagnosis, together with the optimum treatment plan, in the 
form of a Final Report.
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Co-Diagnosis® Process

Collect and Organize Medical Records 
One of our case managers reaches out to your PCP and your treating 
doctor and explains the Co-Diagnosis process. Then they collect all your 
appropriate medical records, including test results and imaging. Based on 
your medical history the Case Manager selects an expert MORE Health 
Physician Specialist to work on your case.

Peace of Mind 
The treating doctor explains the Final Report to you and your PCP, then 
treatment commences. The Final Report can be accessed via our secure 
Patient Portal at any time. Follow-up support from MORE Health is 
available for six months to ensure that the treatment path is working.

Should the treating doctor not wish to take part in the collaboration, then 
the expert MORE Health Physician Specialist develops the Final Report as 
an Independent Second Opinion and delivers it directly to you and your PCP.


